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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which server components are monitored tor redundancy status by
means of HPE
Agentless Management? (Select two )
A. Smart Array controller
B. fans
C. FlexibteLOM
D. power supply
E. CPU
Answer: A,D

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which of the following are features of supplier classification
in SAP S/4HANA? There are 2 correct answers to this question.
A. Evaluation of suppliers based on soft facts
B. Support of integration to Dun &amp; Bradstreet data
C. Assignment of characteristics to suppliers.
D. Assignment of suppliers to materials groups
Answer: B,C

NEW QUESTION: 3
An application running on EC2 instances must use a username and
password to access a database. The developer has stored those
secrets in the SSM Parameter Store with type SecureString using
the default KMS CMK. Which combination of configuration steps
will allow the application to access the secrets via the API?
Select 2 answers from the options below Please select:
A. Add the EC2 instance role as a trusted service to the SSM
service role.
B. Add permission to use the KMS key to decrypt to the SSM
service role.
C. Add permission to read the SSM parameter to the EC2 instance
role. .
D. Add the SSM service role as a trusted service to the EC2
instance role.
E. Add permission to use the KMS key to decrypt to the EC2
instance role
Answer: C,E
Explanation:
The below example policy from the AWS Documentation is required
to be given to the EC2 Instance in order to read a secure
string from AWS KMS. Permissions need to be given to the Get
Parameter API and the KMS API call to decrypt the secret.
Option A is invalid because roles can be attached to EC2 and
not EC2 roles to SSM Option B is invalid because the KMS key
does not need to decrypt the SSM service role.
Option E is invalid because this configuration is valid For
more information on the parameter store, please visit the below
URL:
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/kms/latest/developerguide/servicesparameter-store.htmll The correct answers are: Add permission
to read the SSM parameter to the EC2 instance role., Add
permission to use the KMS key to decrypt to the EC2 instance
role Submit your Feedback/Queries to our Experts

NEW QUESTION: 4
You are developing a SQL Server 2008 Reporting Services (SSRS)
report for Company.com.
Assembly should be created in order to run real-time lookup and

currency conversion.
The assembly has a static class named daily which lives in the
namespace HomeCalc. there is a
method called DMO which need two arguments, Cuurnt and HomeCalc
When the report is operating, you should reference the ToEUR
method in an expression to convert
USD to USO.
Which is the correct answer?
A. You should use the expression of =Code. HomeCalc. Daily. USO
(Fields! Cuurnt.Value," DMO ")
B. You should use the expression of =Code! HomeCalc. Daily. USO
(Fields! Cuurnt.Value," DMO")
C. You should use the expression of = HomeCalc. Daily.USO
(Fields! Cuurnt.Value,"USD")
D. You should use the expression of = HomeCalc! Daily.USO
(Fields! Cuurnt.Value,"USD")
Answer: C
Explanation:
A little bit different wording
You work as a database administrator at CertKiller.com. You are
in the process of creating a SQL Server 2008 Reporting Services
(SSRS) report for CertKiller.com.
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